Abstract: Some typical configurations of Multi-State System and their mathematical descriptions are considered in paper with relation to Reliability Analysis. Multiple-Valued Logic is applied for these descriptions synthesis and Dynamic Reliability Indices are used for Multi-State System reliability estimation. We concentrate on series and parallel systems, because these structures are basic for most of the technical system. We get measures of reliability for the failure and restoration of this system.
Introduction
A discrete model has been used in reliability analysis frequently and well known two mathematical tapes of this model: Binary System and MultiState System (MSS). The system and its components are allowed to have only two possible states (completely failed and perfect functioning) in a Binary System. MSS reliability analysis is a more flexible approach to evaluate system reliability, as it can be used when both the system and its components may experience more than two states, to include, completely failed, partially failed, partially functioning and perfect functioning. The MSS scientific achievement has been documented in [1] .
Principal measures of MSS are reliability indices that have been computed as the reliability of the specified level of the system states, or its modification depending on the change of the system component states [1 -3] . There are different mathematical tools for determining these indices. One of them is structure function tool. New methodology for MSS reliability estimation by the system structure function is proposed in [4] . This methodology has been developed from angle of Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) and Logical Differential Calculus. Dynamic Reliability Indices (DRIs) are proposed as measures of MSS reliability. These indices are used to estimate changes of system reliability caused by changes in the states of its components [4 -6] .
DRIs are probabilistic indices and include two groups: Component Dynamic Reliability Indices (CDRIs) and Dynamic Integrated Reliability Indices (DIRIs). CDRIs allows measuring an influence of each individual component or a fixed group of components to the system reliability. DIRIs characterize a probability of impact of one or some of system components to the system reliability. These indices define the boundary states of MSS and conditions of being and changing of these states depending on the change of the system component states.
However, these indices have high dimensionality and there are problems in their application for real-word engineering problems. Investigation and calculation of reliability indices for typical MSS can be one of the decisions of this problem [7] . Authors of papers [5, 6] develop the investigation method of MSS by DRIs and proposes measures for parallel, series and k-out-of-n MSS and proposes a mathematical model of MSS that is allowed to present three typical systems (parallel, series and k-out-of-n).
In this paper we propose another decision of this problem: the algorithms of MSS decomposition are suggested. Decomposition of MSS structure function is investigated and calculation of DRIs for this system by structure function is presented in the paper. Estimation of computational complexity for DRIs determination is realized for algorithms without MSS decomposition and algorithms with MSS decomposition. The algorithm of MSS decomposition and its estimation by DRIs can be used to apply in information and communications systems.
Basic Conception
The MSS and each of n components can be in one of m possible states: from the complete failure (it is 0) to the perfect functioning (it is m-1). Every system component x i is characterized by probability of the performance rate:
The system reliability (system state) depends of its components state and is defined by the structure function [1, 3, 7] :
The following assumptions are used for structure functions as shown in (2) that are peculiar to reliability analysis [1 -4] : (a) it is the MVL function; (b) the structure function is monotone and φ(s) = s (s∈{0, …, m-1}); (c) all components are s-independent and are relevant to the system.
The assumption (a) is important to exploit the mathematical tools of MVL for the reliability analysis. Direct Partial Logic Derivatives of MVL function are proposed for reliability analysis of a MSS in [4 -6] . In these papers, a Direct Partial Logic Derivative with respect to variables vector for a MSS structure function allows to estimate change of MSS reliability caused by state changes of some system components. These components are interpreted as vector components.
Therefore Direct Partial Logic Derivatives of a structure function φ(x) of n variables with respect to vector x (p) = (x i 1 , x i 2 , …, x i p ) is defined as [4 -6] :
where φ(a
is value of structure function, when
Direct Partial Logic Derivative (3) with respect to variables vector for a MSS structure function permits to analyse the system reliability change from j to h when every variable values of this vector changes from a to b. Even when Direct Partial Logic Derivative can always be used to analyze changes of system reliability, it is not practical for real-world systems because it is computational complex. Therefore in MSS reliability analysis the main interest has been in the most essential system reliability changes: system failure and system repair.
The MSS failure caused by a state change of one system component has been defined in paper [4] using Direct Partial Logic Derivatives terminology. This definition is developed for changes of fixed system components in papers [6] .
So, the system failure is represented using Direct Partial Logic Derivative terminology as [4 -6] : 
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The MSS repair in Direct Partial Logic Derivative terminology is declared as the structure function change from zero into h (φ(x): 0 → h) and as p failed system components simultaneous changes from zero into (m-1) : 
Measures of MSS Failure and Repair
The Reliability Function, R(j), is one of best known MSS reliability measures. It is probability that system reliability is great than or equal to the level j [2 -5] :
But measures (12) do not permit the analysis of the change in system reliability that is caused by a change of component states. At the same time, in papers [6, 7] indices for the estimation of the influence of component states changes into the MSS reliability have been proposed. These indices are named as DRIs and defined as:
) ≠ 0} (7) Two groups of DRIs are in papers [4 -6] . They are CDRIs and DIRIs. CDRIs are estimates of the influence of state change(s) in one or some system component(s) on the change of system reliability. DIRIs are another group of DRI's representing probabilities of system reliability changes when one or some system components states changes.
Definition 1.
CDRIs of MSS failure are probabilities of MSS failure caused by breakdown of some system components [6] :
where ρ f is number of system states when the breakdown of p system components results the system failure (this number is calculated as numbers of nonzero Direct Partial Logic Derivative (4)); ρ 1 is number of system states when φ(
K , x) = 1 (it is computed by structure function of MSS); and p i,1 is probability according to (1).
Definition 2.
CDRIs of a MSS repair are probabilities of MSS repair caused by replacements of p failed system components [6] :
where ) (h r ρ is number of system states when simultaneous replacements of p system components results the system repair and it is calculated by Direct Partial Logic Derivative (5); ρ 0 is number system states for which φ(
,0 is probability of component state according to (1) .
In paper [5] CDRIs for parallel and series MSS was determined (Table 1) . These expressions define the dependence of the MSS failure on breakdown of a system components and MSS repairing on the replacement of the failure components. CDRIs are calculated by the component probabilities, parameters m (number of reliability levels) and n (number of system components) only. Direct Partial Logic Derivates are not calculated in these cases and a complexity of CDRIs calculation reduces. ( ) ; z is number of combinations of n things taken p.
Definition 4.
DIRIs for MSS repair are probabilities of MSS repair caused by replacements of any p system components:
where
) is CDRI's (9).
The assumption (c) for structure function of MSS that all components are independent and relevant to the system must hold for the DIRIs definitions above.
MSS Decomposition
The structure function of MSS is interpreted as MVL function. There are well-know methods of MVL function decomposition that allow to reduce computation complexity for this function analysis. One of these methods decomposition is in Fig.1 [9] . Therefore a structure function is presented by parallel and series function for which CDRIs are in Table 1. . . . 
Structure function φ(x)
where AND(x i , x j ) = min(x i , x j ); OR(x i , x j ) = max(x i , x j ).
The procedure of computation of CDRIs of this system failure is in Fig.2 
